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SPIDER SNEAK
FUN
FACT

Why don’t spiders
get caught in their
own webs? Spiders
spin both sticky and
non-sticky silk. They
remember where the
sticky thread is on
the web, and they
don’t walk on it.

CAN YOU SNEAK LIKE A SPIDER ALONG THE WEB TO GET THE FLY?
For this event, you need a timer and two pieces of rope, preferably
different colors. Or you can use some kind of line that you can cut in
half and put dots along one piece every foot. (You can use yarn, or
thread but the spider will destroy it and you won’t be able to use it
again.) If you are using a long rope or a closeline, don’t worry, you
don’t have to cut it. If you don’t use the whole rope, you can lay the
unused portion in a pile next to the web.
Lay down one color of the rope on the floor to make a crazy web.
You can put spirals or zig zags or straight lines. As you lay down the
rope, leave plenty of space between the strands so you can walk on
one strand of the web at a time to get to the fly in the middle. After
your web is spun, lay the colored rope down on top of it to be part of
the web. The colored or dotted rope represents the sticky strands that
the spider must avoid.
Use a small stuffed animal or any unbreakable household object like
a ladle, small pillow or empty plastic container, as the fly.
Spiders have moveable claws on their feet that grip and release the
web’s threads as they walk.
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SPIDER SNEAK
FUN
FACT
Spiders have 8 legs
while insects have 6.
Spiders don’t have
antennae while
insects do.

Start outside the web, and use your good balance as
you tiptoe quickly along the strands of the web.
Imagine that you have claws on your
feet like a spider that hold you
on the web as you walk.
Take turns getting timed.
Try the race two ways.
The first time, follow the
rope as it curves and turns
all the way into the center
of the web. Then pick up the
fly and hurry back out the
same way.
The second time, start from any
point outside the web, stepping on non-sticky strands and moving
as directly as possible into the center. Get the fly and return to the
outside of the web as fast as you can.
Write down your times on your score cards.
If you want, change the web and try again!
Fastest times in each race win the gold!
Have a Bug Olympic Award Ceremony! Everyone who competes in
the Bug Olympics can get a gold medal.
If you take a photo or video of your Bug Olympics, we would love to
see them! You can post them on instagram and tag us
@RandallMuseum and use #RandallBugBrigade, or email them to us
at info@randallmuseum.org

